Abstract. Complex Event Processing (CEP) has the task of processing streams of events with the goal of detecting event patterns of interest. Today's CEP systems typically assume the total order of streaming events. In practice, real-time processing often faces delays caused by network latencies, sensor and machine failures etc. By handling out-of-order events a CEP processor needs to keep certain events longer than they are normally needed (in order to handle late events). Therefore, an effective removal of overdue events is needed. This work provides a framework for processing events, including also out-of-order events. The framework also implements a general low-level garbage collector. Our approach is based on deductive rules where detection of complex events amounts to an inference procedure. Therefore the framework features reasoning capabilities. We provide an open source implementation, and present experimental results of the proposed framework.
Introduction
In recent years there has been made a significant paradigm shift toward real-time computing. Traditionally, databases and data warehouses are used to analyze what happened in the past. On the other hand, Complex Event Processing (CEP) is about processing real-time events, i.e. CEP is about what has just happened or what is about to happen in the future. Moreover, the CEP systems may provide intelligence by means of automated deduction that happen in real time.
An event represents something that occurs, happens or changes the current state of affairs. For example, an event may signify a problem or an impending problem, a threshold, an opportunity, information becoming available, a deviation, etc. We distinguish between atomic (simple) and complex events. An atomic event is defined as an instantaneous occurrence of interest at a point in time. In order to describe more complex dynamic matters that involve several atomic events, formalisms have been created which allow for combining atomic into complex events, using event operators and temporal relationships. The field of Complex Event Processing has the task of processing streams of atomic events with the goal of detecting complex events according to meaningful event patterns.
1 However, in most cases it is typically assumed that events in an event stream are totally ordered: the order in which events are received by the system is the same as their timestamp order. This assumption is called total order assumption [7] . In reality events may arrive out-of-order due to network latencies, different sources and even machine failures. Many event processing and experimental systems [1, 6, 3] cannot handle out-of-order events properly. They process events at the time when they come. Hence, a late event will have a larger timestamp than the events which have already arrived earlier. As a consequence, systems not considering out-of-order arrival will disregard the timestamp and may either detect incorrect complex events or fail to detect some valid patterns that occurred [7] . To solve this problem, other systems [7, 4, 5] propose to use buffers to keep event history for a certain time window. If out-of-order events occur, they will be reordered in the buffer so that the event stream afterwards can be threated (and processed) as an in-order stream. While this approach works in general, it causes a certain delay in event processing. The main requirement of CEP systems is to process data (events) at near real-time. This implies that keeping the whole or parts of unnecessary history of events is undesired or even unacceptable. Such approaches rather belongs to database processing, and do not comply with the CEP philosophy of efficient, real-time event detection.
In this paper we present a solution for out-of-order event processing which does not delay events. A complex event is split up into a set of binary goals, i.e. each goal represents a subpattern of two events. Goals are chained so that in order to fulfill a goal, previous goals in the chain need to be already fulfilled. A complex event is detected when the top goal is achieved. Our approach is based on deductive rules. Rules are triggered by relevant events, and they insert certain goals (showing the progress of a complex event detection). In this paper we show how this approach can effectively handle both, in-order and out-of-order CEP. Moreover, since it is grounded on deductive rules, our approach can evaluate background knowledge (while detecting complex events) in order to derive real time situations of interest.
Motivating Example
We present the following possible use-case to motivate and exemplify the rationale of this paper: A large hedge fund consists of multiple independent but closely cooperating agents and branches. Its main fund is trading stock instruments and is international in scope. Its investment strategy employs complex event processing and automated mathematical models to analyze and execute trades purely electronically. The hedge fund uses CEP based models to predict price changes in stocks. These models are based on analyzing event streams as they are gathered, then looking for movements to make predictions. One such program might monitor stocks of two companies (e.g., Google Inc. with symbol "G", and Microsoft Corporation, "M"). For instance, one rule detects complex event ce 1 when there is increase in Google stock price for more than 20%, see rule (1). Likewise, complex event ce 2 detects the increase in Microsoft stocks of the same percentage, see rule (2). Event ce 3 is represented by rule (3) and triggered when both, ce 1 and ce 2 occur.
To allow more expressive patterns which go beyond of the state-of-the-art [1, 6, 7, 4 ,5], we integrate temporal knowledge (events) with static or updatable knowledge (for instance, background knowledge related to liquidity of the company). The latter knowledge may be represented as a set of facts and rules, and can be reasoned about when certain events occur. For example, rule (4) checks a special condition proving that
